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Published by Newsroom Editor on 15/10/2013
The Green Paper invited stakeholders to share their views on the changing media landscape and
borderless internet in particular on market conditions, interoperability and infrastructure, and
implications for EU rules.
You will find below the responses of participants who gave their consent to publication.
The European Commission published a feedback document as well as an executive summary of the
replies [1] in September 2014
Related Documents:
01. Individuals [2]
02. Entities with focus on citizens_v2 [3]
03.1. Broadcasters (and related) A-E_v2 [4]
03.2. Broadcasters (and related) F-Z _v3 [5]
04. Advertising (and related) _v3 [6]
05.1. Network operators - A-E_v2 [7]
05.2. Network operators - F-Z _v2 [8]
06. Cinema, film and TV - producers, distributors et alia _v2 [9]
07. Sport Related Entities [10]
08. Entities with focus on protection of minors or rating systems [11]
09. Entities with focus on accessibility [12]
10. Print and Publishers [13]
11. Manufacturers [14]
12. Digital, Internet et alia - Private companies [15]
13.1. Digital, Internet et alia – Associations - A-D_v3 [16]
13.2. Digital, Internet et alia - Associations - E-Z _v3 [17]
14. EU Public authorities - ministries and parliaments_v4 [18]
15. Non-EU institutions [19]
16. EU Regulatory Authorities (AV and others) _v4 [20]
17. Research and related [21]
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Convergence [22]
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